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NEWS POLICY PROGRESS
GV collaborates with 
WMU, Calvin College
Utilizing their individual strengths, 
the three universities work together 
to create an interdisciplinary rehab 
clinic, housed in Grand Rapids
SEE A3
LAKER LIFE
Family Weekend to 
feature arts, athletics
The Office of Student Life and the 
Laker Traditions Team showcase the 
best of GVSU with an event-filled, 
beach-themed extravaganza
SEE A7
SPORTS
Laker football primes 
for visit from Hillsdale
One week removed from a 65-23 
demolition of Lake Erie, the Lakers 
are set to host GLIAC foe Hillsdale 
on Family Day at Lubbers Stadium
SEE A9
STUDY ABROAD
Follow along with a 
Laker’s Indian journey
GVSU student Rachel Borashko 
documents her overseas adventures 
as she spends a semester abroad in 
Thiruvananthapuram, India
SEE A4
Going beyond the gender binary
GV leads the way for inclusive online identification j
BY ASHLYN KORIENEK
AKORIENEK@LANTHORN.COM
name is a very per­
sonal thing. Each in­
dividuals name is part 
of their identity. For 
students whose iden­
tity doesn’t line up with the iden­
tity they were assigned at birth,
their legal name can cause a whole 
host of problems.
This issue particularly affects 
members of the LGBT community, 
some of whom no longer wish to be 
recognized as the gender they were 
born as. In those situations, it can 
be incredibly awkward if a profes­
sor calls them by their legal name, 
rather than their preferred name.
To allow navigation around 
legal name requirements on cam­
pus, Grand Valley State Univer­
sity is leading the charge within 
online student databases, provid­
ed by the Ellucian Co., to create a 
more inclusive identification sys­
tem for faculty and students.
Lynn Blue, vice president for 
enrollment development at GVSU,
WHAT’S IN A NAME?: A GVSU student visits the LGBT Resource Center Sept. 29. The university is working on creating a 
more inclusive identification system regarding preferred and legal names and identification online. GVL | SARA CARTE
said the university is working to 
improve the myBanner system by 
displaying the individuals pre­
ferred name throughout all GVSU 
systems, while navigating legal 
names. Blue said the university is 
anticipating being able to test the 
changes in the myBanner system 
by the second quarter of 2016.
“For nearly 10 years we have 
been asking that Banner plat* 
form allow for a preferred name,” 
Blue said. “Until recently they 
have been reluctant, but they 
have now heard us.”
The vendor of the myBanner 
system, the Ellucian Co., is a na­
tional multi-platform suite of da­
tabases and programs providing 
support to admissions, records, 
registration, financial aid, student 
accounts and additional tasks im­
plemented by the university.
In addition, Blue said GVSU has 
several systems connecting with 
myBanner needing attention im­
mediately after the system changes 
occur. One of the systems receiving 
changes is Blackboard, which cur­
rently allows faculty to view legal 
names along with the individual’s 
changed name.
“This is not a simple ‘snap your 
fingers and make it so’ kind of so­
lution,” Blue said. “For what it’s 
worth, GVSU took the lead on 
making this change happen for all 
universities and colleges using El-
SEE IDENTITY | A2
ACADEMIC SENATE
UAS approves affiliate faculty council
GOVERNANCE
Student senate works 
on extending bus routes
BY STEPHANIE BRZEZINSKI
ASSOCIATE@LANTHORN.COM
ffiliate professors may not be able 
to be on track for tenure, but now, 
Grand Valley State University affil­
iate professors will have a support 
system behind them.
The University Academic Senate ap­
proved the creation of the Affiliate Faculty 
Advisory Council during its first meeting of 
the fall semester last week.
Tonya Parker, associate movement science 
professor, brought the recommendation before 
the UAS. Parker served as the chair of the task 
force that looked to create a universal council 
for the 170 affiliate faculty currently on campus.
She defined affiliates as full-time employees 
with continuing contracts that are not fixed for 
any specific amount of time. She added that they 
are “professional teachers.” This differs from 
regular faculty, who are on track for tenure.
“There’s an awful lot of affiliates,” Parker said. 
“There didn’t used to be, but we’ve done a lot 
of hiring. Right now we don’t have a consistent 
way to get their voices heard.”
Although the Executive Committee of the 
Senate began discussions last year, Parker said it 
has been a two-year process. This summer, affil­
iate and regular faculty met to finalize the plans.
“The group decided they wanted university­
wide recognition and a committee to deal with 
these issues of advocacy, retention, support and 
increased visibility;’ Parker said. “We are talking 
about affiliates as unified body in the university”
Deana Weibel, anthropology professor and 
chair, attended these summer meetings to help 
with some of the writing and administrative 
work. Weibel said she got involved because the 
anthropology department values their affiliates 
and the work they do.
“Because GVSU highly values teaching, I 
think it’s important that tenure-track faculty 
on university committees and the University 
Academic Senate have a way of learning directly 
from affiliate faculty and benefitting from their 
wide experience,” she said.
The anthropology department is just one 
of the areas within the College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences that uses affiliate faculty. Parker 
said CLAS has 100 affiliates, which is more 
than any other college within GVSU. This 
large number led CLAS to create an affiliate 
council about two years ago.
Each college has different expectations 
and uses affiliates at different levels, but Park­
er said the Affiliate Faculty Advisory Council 
is important for all colleges.
“It will be a way for affiliate faculty to have 
a role in their governance,” she said. “Assuming 
the provost supports this, the colleges will have 
to develop a process to elect affiliate faculty’’ 
Parker said this process may not be ready for 
elections in the winter semester, so the council 
might not emerge until the following year.
Already, the CLAS version of the affiliate 
council has served its members well.
“CLAS has benefitted from having such a 
council to consult on a regular basis,” said Fred­
erick Antczak, dean of CLAS. “Affiliates teach a 
considerable number of our 100 and 200 level 
courses, and they can tell us a lot about effec­
tive pedagogy, engaging curriculum and just 
the conditions of instruction in these courses, 
which are so crucial to better retention and 
swifter time to graduation.”
Antczak said he supports the council be­
cause he wants to help improve affiliates’ condi­
tions on campus and “empower affiliates to be 
more effective in their work with students.”
FACULTY: Tonya Parker, associate professor and clinical coordinator, participates in an Academic 
Senate meeting. An Affiliate Faculty Advisory Council was established last week, gvl | kevin sielaff
BY LUCAS ESCALADA
LESCALADA@LANTHORN.COM
he Grand Valley State University 
Rapid bus system provides over 
two million student bus rides a 
year to, from and around cam­
pus. However, it doesn’t always go 
where students need it to.
The External Relations Committee of stu­
dent senate is trying to establish a bus route 
that extends from campus further into Allen­
dale, Michigan.
Shirlene Armstrong, a member of the Ex­
ternal Relations Committee, said there is no 
easy way for students to travel between the 
GVSU campus and greater Allendale. Since 
there is no public transportation in Allendale, 
students have to drive cars if they want to trav­
el between the city and the university.
One of the proposed ideas is extending a 
bus route to the Family Fare store in Allendale. 
This could be an extension of the Rapid, which 
would be most easily implemented into the 
current system, Armstrong said.
One of the main issues with simply extend­
ing the Rapid’s route is cost. The Rapid is a bu$ 
system in Kent County, while Allendale is a 
part of Ottawa County. Armstrong said GVSU 
already pays a fee to get the Rapid into Ottawa 
County. According to the 2015-16 GVSU gen­
eral fund budget, the university already spends 
$2.8 million on bus services.
Creating a new bus system for GVSU and 
the Allendale community is a possibility, but it 
would still have to cross counties.
“The issue you’re going to run into with ere-* 
ating a busing system that would be exclusive 
to Grand Valley would be that you still have 
to go to Kent County for Grand Rapids,” Arm­
strong said. “In the end you would still have to 
have the Rapid and that provides more frustra­
tion in bus changes.”
Armstrong said the senate attempted a 
Rapid extension a few years ago, but the proj­
ect was never completed. That project tried 
to extend the Rapid into Allendale, instead of 
creating a new busing system through a GVSU 
van or bus purchase.
The committee is still in the beginning pro­
cess of understanding all the options that art
SEE BUS I A2
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“DIDO AND AENEAS” TO BE PERFORMED BY GVSU 
OPERA THEATER
Grand Rapids audiences will get the chance to see for 
the first time in 50 years the story of “Dido and Aeneas” 
performed on the stage by the Grand Valley State 
University Opera Theater from Oct. 9-11.
I Written in 1968, Henry Purcell’s “Dido and Aeneas" 
follows the budding romance between queen Dido and 
Greek mythology hero Aeneas as a sorceress attempts to 
split apart their relationship for good.
• The performance will be a collaboration between the 
GVSU Opera Theater, the GVSU Early Music Ensemble, 
the Grand Rapids Ballet School’s Junior Ballet, the 
Chamber Choir of Grand Rapids and Daredevil Circus 
Company.
* Tickets for upcoming performances of “Dido and 
Aeneas” can be found at www.grballet.com/2015-16-sea- 
son/dido-aeneas.
\
DETROIT MARCH FOR JUSTICE
Students at Grand Valley State University will have an 
opportunity to participate in the Detroit march for justice 
that will be taking place Oct. 3 at noon.
The march will loop from Roosevelt Park to Hart Plaza 
and will be advocating social justice issues such as Black 
Lives Matter, environmental justice, health justice, hous­
ing justice, LGBTQIA rights and several other issues.
A bus able to hold 50 people will meet at the Kirkhof 
Center on the Allendale Campus at 7:30 a.m. and the 
Pew Campus at 8 p.m.
Interested students should contact Kassidy Wiley to 
put their name on the list at kassidywiley@gmail.com or
contact wileyk@mail.gvsu.edu for more information.
1
GRAND VALLEY JOURNAL OF HISTORY SEEKING 
SUBMISSIONS
The Grand Valley State University Journal of History is 
looking for students to submit their papers for publica­
tion.
A group of undergraduate students run the publi­
cation as part of their history 410 class. GVSU faculty 
members help review all submissions.
The journal accepts papers in any disciple, as long 
as they are grounded in historical research or historical 
themes.
• « Freshmen are encouraged to submit their work, in 
Addition to upperclassmen.
I * This opportunity can help students build their resume 
;$nd provide a professional platform for their undergrad- 
! Qate works.
* For more information, visit the website at www.schol- 
arworks.gvsu.edu/gvjh/, or find the Grand Valley Journal 
ef History on Facebook and Twitter.
>
Study abroad fair
« The annual study abroad fair will be held Thursday,
A..* o ia 7 » — u n:.».
the world.
' At the event, students can receive study abroad infor­
mation, get questions answered by staff, and learn about 
all of the places to travel and receive college credit.
Students will also have the opportunity to meet 
program directors, representatives from our partner 
universities and studertts that have participated in the 
programs.
There will also be a raffle and free food available to 
students.
Students can also meet with a study abroad peer 
adviser Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
Walk-ins are welcome and no appointment is necessary.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/study- 
abroad
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IDENTITY
CONTINUED FROM A1
lucian systems.”
According to the Ellucian 
Co., the universities and col­
leges using its system must 
agree on how and where al­
ternate names are to be used 
in the program for proper 
computer coding purposes. 
In GVSUs proposal, Blue 
said the plan provides that 
each school can determine 
the extent they allow the use 
of name other than the legal 
name.
Colette Seguin-Beighley, 
director of the Milton E. 
Ford LGBT Resource Cen­
ter, said the Gender Identity 
and Expression Committee 
(GIEC) at GVSU worked for 
two years examining the ex­
perience of transgender and 
gender-nonconforming in­
dividuals on campus, issuing 
a set of recommendations to 
the university.
“We are currently work­
ing on implementing those 
recommendations,” Seguin- 
Beighley said. “We are work­
ing with national software 
companies to add a pre­
ferred name field as well as 
changing the way students 
can identify their gender.”
In order to fulfill recom­
mendations, she said three 
single-user restrooms were 
constructed on the downtown 
campus over the summer. In 
addition, the GEIC is work­
ing on a phone application 
with the Seidman College of 
Business called “AnyBODY a 
Laker” that will map out the 
nearest single-user restrooms 
on each of GVSU s campuses.
Seguin-Beighley said 
these projects require col­
laboration with campus and
national partners including 
the National Consortium of 
Higher Education LGBT Re­
source Professionals.
Susan Korzinek, director 
of Information Technology 
at GVSU, said the university 
is currently working with 
the preferred name process; 
however, pronouns and gen­
der markers are not a part of
the current solution. More­
over, she said the university 
requires the individuals legal 
name in financial aid process­
es, social security or employ­
ment procedures.
“Its really about chang­
ing and navigating the legal 
name to identify properly 
what the individual’s name 
is,” Korzinek said. “We are
hopeful in the future to have 
a solution that will push 
through all GVSU systems 
so faculty and students will 
not be able to view the legal 
name of the individual.”
GO TO:
www.gvsu.9du/lgbtrc
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
REGARDING THE NAME 
CHANGING PROCESS
INCLUSION: Scott Burden, a graduate assistant at the LGBT Resource Center works on his computer. 
The center is constantly working to fulfill recommendations for inclusivity at GVSU. GVL I SARA CARTE
BUS
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that students want, to yjsit, and 
GVSU has vans that could possibly be 
used. However, it’s a challenge to un­
derstand how to fund the project.
Armstrong hopes to accomplish this 
project without passing on any cost to the 
students. Funding could come through a 
federal grant, or a donation.
For Armstrong, it is imperative to 
connect the GVSU and Allendale com­
munities. She said Allendale is the stu­
dents’ true community. However, many 
students identify more with Grand 
Rapids than Allendale.
“(Students) would rather go to Grand 
Rapids because there is transportation; >rr 
or because they feel that’s where more of 
Grand Valley is,” Armstrong said. > i,, n> »< 
Armstrong said the two communi­
ties are existing as two separate entities 
right now, and this could help merge 
them together. Right now, both com­
munities exist somewhat isolated from 
each other—expanding a bus route and 
providing easier transportation could 
help reverse any negative images.
“We have this stigma that Allendale
community members don’t like Grand 
Valley students, which is completely 
false,” Armstrong said. “They actually re­
ally enjoy the community, and they want 
to be more engaged, and they want to 
have a better connection.”
, Andy Oeffner, the recently elected 
vice president of the External Relations 
Committee, said strengthening the rela­
tionship of the Allendale community and 
the GVSU community is a huge focus.
He described the ideal relation­
ship between Allendale and GVSU as 
a symbiotic one, and hopes the pro­
posed extended transportation would 
create such a relationship.
REACHING OUT: The Rapid system is open to all students for transportation between the downtown and Allendale campuses. The External 
Relations Committee of student senate is looking to extend bus routes to reach to more of the surrounding community. GVi | SARA CARTE
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Not enough nurses
Up to half of applicants turned away from nursing program
SELECTIVE: Nursing is the second most popular major among the GVSU freshman class of 2019, with 347 declared majors. Only 80 stu­
dents are accepted into the program, meaning 30 to 53 percent of applicants are turned away. COURTESY | METRO CREATIVE CONNECTIONS
BY JESS HODGE
JHODGE@LANTHORN.COM
here are an ex­
pected 500,000 
nursing jobs 
available by 2022, 
due to growing 
demand of the nursing profes­
sion. Another 500,000 are ex­
pected to open up due to retir­
ing nurses. Grand Valley State 
University students are prepar­
ing for these opportunities.
Coming in at the second 
most popular major among 
GVSU freshmen, next to the 
ever-popular “undecided ma­
jor,” nursing is a competitive 
field, declared by 347 fresh­
men from the class of 2019. 
The program puts students 
through a rigorous and chal­
lenging curriculum that pro­
vides them with all the train­
ing and preparation they will 
need for the difficult major. 
Students can declare nursing 
as their major, but not every­
one will be accepted into the 
highly selective program.
Kirkhof College of Nurs­
ing Dean Cynthia McCur- 
ren has overseen the depart­
ment since November 2007
and has noticed incoming 
students take an increased^ 
interest in nursing. }
“Ihe interest in nursing as 
a degree at GVSU has been 
very robust for a number of 
years,” McCurren said. “With 
a large number of applicants, 
it is competitive.” ;
She reported that there are 
about 115 to 170 applications 
per admission review period? 
Of those applicants, only 80 
are accepted into the program. 
This means that 30 to 53 per­
cent of students that apply are, 
turned away from the program., 
lhe selection process can 
be a lengthy one, requiring sti> 
dents to successfully complete 
coursework before even apply­
ing for upper division nursing. 
Other criteria for being accepts 
ed includes meeting a prereq-^ 
uisite GPA, an interview per­
formance score and their Laker, 
score, which is determined by 
the number of credits a student 
has earned at GVSU.
“We work very hard to en­
sure an equitable selection pro­
cess,” McCurren said. “Every, 
pre-nursing student is assigned
SEE NURSING | A6
GRAND RAPIDS
GV collaborates with 
WMU, Calvin College
University faculty group creates 
integrated rehabilitation services
BY MEGHAN MCBRADY
MMCBRADY@LANTHORN.COM 
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roup projects 
in the classroom) 
Hre a Common 
way for students 
to collaborate. 
Recently, representatives 
from Grand Valley State Uni­
versity, Western Michigan 
University and Calvin Col­
lege have been working on a 
group project of their own.
Calvin College hosted an 
open house on Tuesday to 
commemorate the launch of a 
new rehabilitation clinic with 
partners WMU and GVSU.
The Calvin College Re­
habilitation Services, located 
at 1310 E. Beltline Ave. SE, 
Grand Rapids, was established 
to bring integrated rehabilita­
tion services to patients and 
interdisciplinary learning for 
students in one environment.
Steven Vanderkamp, the 
clinical director of the facil­
ity, indicated that the idea of 
building this clinic was estab­
lished at Calvin a few years 
ago in order to provide more 
resources to their patients.
“One of our clinical in­
structors really felt that the 
clients receiving speech ther­
apy at our campus facilities 
needed further support and 
she thought that we should 
provide other resources and
therapies that could benefit 
our patients on a much larger 
scale,” Vanderkamp said: ' i ■
He said he and the staff at 
Calvin dreamed of developing 
something bigger in scope so 
they can then collaborate with 
other schools, so that they can 
then provide quality care for 
the children and adults that 
entered their facility, while also 
acting as a top-notch learning 
experience for students.
Laura Crandle, a student 
clinician at the facility, indi­
cated that the support that the 
graduate students are given 
by their supervisors helps es­
tablish a strong sense of inde­
pendence for all the students 
at the clinic as they work with 
their patients and collaborate 
with the other universities.
“This clinic really focuses 
on multiple disciplines and we 
all get together, as we may at 
times share the same client if 
they have other needs or ser­
vices, and we will talk to them 
and plan treatment together as 
a team,” Crandle said. “We all 
come from a different place, 
with different kind of teach­
ing and perspectives, so while 
our supervisors may come 
from other universities we see 
an entirely different points of 
view and different ways to care 
for our patients.”
SEE COLLAB | A5
ALUMNA: Megan S. Sail, a member of GVSU’s Board of Trustees, speaks at fall 2015 convocation. Sail will be delivering the next speech 
in the Wheelhouse talk series, focusing on encouraging students to make an impression in the professional world. GVL | KEVIN SIELAFF
LECTURE SERIES
Former student to give upcoming Wheelhouse talk
BY KATHERINE WEST
KWEST@LANTHORN.COM
rom student, to alumna, to 
Board of Trustees member, 
Megan Sail seems to be 
the posterchild for “Laker 
for a Lifetime,” making 
the choice for her to present at Fridays 
Wheelhouse talk an obvious one.
Megan Sail is a two-time alumna of 
Grand Valley State University and serves 
on the GVSU Board of Trustees. She re­
ceived her bachelor of arts degree in 2007 
and continued on to receiver her masters 
degree in public administration in 2009.
She became a member of the GVSU 
Board of Trustees starting in 2015 and 
will serve on the board through 2022.
Sail is currently working full time 
at The Right Place in Grand Rapids as 
a business development manager. She 
is well-known and highly respected in 
the Grand Rapids business community 
and serves on the boards of multiple 
nonprofit organizations in the area.
Chadd Dowding is the program 
manager of the Peter C. Cook Lead­
ership Academy.
“We’re very excited to have Megan 
Sail speaking at the next Wheelhouse 
talk through the Cook Leadership
Academy,” Dowding said.
In her Wheelhouse Talk, Sail will fo­
cus on encouraging young leaders and 
students to make successful transitions 
from engaged students to thriving young 
leaders. She will speak from and make 
references to her own experiences and 
expertise as she went from being a stu­
dent to serving on the Board of Trustees 
in a mere five years. She also became a 
prominent leader in the business com­
munity during this time. Sail will give ad­
vice that she hopes will aid young leaders 
after they graduate from GVSU.
SEE SALL | A6
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I was bom on September 2,1964 
in Lebanon. Before going into acting,
I had a dream to be an Olympic hockey 
player for Canada, but was sidelined 
by a bad injury. I am best known for 
roles in “The Matrix” and “Point Break.”
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EDITORIAL
Increasing
inclusivity
Gender identification online 
process needs to be sped up
rand Valley 
State University, 
a liberal arts 
university, is 
notorious for 
having a conservative at­
titude. Some of this is due to 
the location of the university, 
some of it is due to the lack of 
diversity in GVSU’s stu­
dent population. Whatever 
the reason, its about time 
that the campus begins to 
embrace the liberal part of its 
name.
On campus we have seen 
the development of gender 
inclusive housing and bath­
rooms, as well as the ability 
for students to change GVSU 
IDs and email accounts to 
parallel their preferred names 
and genders, so it is a natural 
progression that this inclusiv­
ity should be transferred to 
online service, particularly 
with myBanner. All students 
at GVSU utilize myBanner, 
and its long past time for 
the system to include the 
preferred gender identities of 
the students that use it.
Currently, the university 
is working to make changes 
to the Ellucian Co. system 
so that students can choose 
whichever pronoun suits 
what they identify with.
Many students have names 
they prefer to be called rather 
than their legal names. This 
is a step in the right direction 
for people to be included and 
supported on campus.
At GVSU, we are lucky to 
Have such a strong advocacy 
group as the Milton E. Ford 
UGBT Resource Center 
that promotes inclusivity 
in all aspects. Through the 
educational and informa­
tional programs they host, 
addressing situations such as 
the gender binary is made a 
priority, which is something 
that doesn’t happen at a lot of 
other institutions. The gender 
binary is the assumption that 
gender only exists as male 
or female, with nothing else 
in between. Frankly, this
dichotomy is untrue. There 
are many other, equally valid 
forms of gender identifica­
tion, and the GVSU com­
munity needs to understand 
that gender is a spectrum. 
The Lanthorn applauds those 
pushing for the changes to 
myBanner for creating a 
more inclusive system for 
students to utilize.
However, since the 
university is putting such a 
strong and needed focus on 
inclusivity, efforts to create 
an open environment for 
everyone should be done in 
a timely matter. If an idea 
is going to make someone’s 
college experience easier and 
more positive, it should be 
put into action. It’s already 
taken two years to get this 
proposal in motion.
Pressure for the university 
to adapt to identification 
preferences has come in 
several forms. When Laveme 
Cox from “Orange is the 
New Black” fame came to 
speak at GVSU during the 
2013-14, she suggested that 
the university install software 
on their computers to allow 
students to enter their pre­
ferred name rather than their 
legal name when registering 
for classes.
“For a lot of trans folks, 
especially for those that are 
transitioning and maybe 
haven’t changed their names 
yet, preferred name policies 
are really great,” Cox said. 
“You can register with your 
preferred name so your pro­
fessors can see your preferred 
name, and a name that is not 
consistent with your identity 
won’t be called out in class.
It makes the pedagogical 
situation a lot safer for trans 
students. That’s an important 
policy”
We have departments 
aimed solely at promoting 
inclusivity and diversity at 
GVSU. We have the strong 
resources and university 
backing for change. Now, we 
just need to put it into action.
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Lanthorn is two syllables, 
pronounced Lant-horn. It is a 
lantern that was used in mid- 
to-late 16th century Europe. It 
was constructed of leather and a
single lens made of a thin piece 
of ox or steer horn. It was used 
for illumination and as a beacon.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
slogan is: "Give light and the 
people will find their own way."
GVL OPINION POLICY
The goal of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn’s opinion page is to act 
as a forum for public discussion, 
comment and criticism in the 
Grand Valley State University 
community. Student opinions 
published here do not 
necessarily reflect those of the 
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
aims to be a safe vehicle for 
community discussion. The 
Lanthorn will not publish 
or entertain any forms of 
hate speech, but will not 
discriminate against any other 
views, opinions or beliefs. The 
content, information and views 
expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those 
of the university, its Board of 
Trustees, officers, faculty or staff.
Reader submissions on the 
opinion page appear as space 
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all other reader-generated 
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the Grand Valley Lanthorn’s 
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Letters to the editor should 
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and relevant title along with a 
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the author. Letters should be 
approximately 500-650 words 
in length, and are not edited 
by the staff of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn outside of technical 
errors for clarity.
To make a submission, 
email at editorial@lanthorn. 
com or by dropping off your 
submission in person at:
0051 KIRKHOF CENTER 
GRAND VALLEY STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401 
616-826-8276
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Navigating India: Week four
Settling in to India while the Michigan autumn beckons
BY RACHEL BORASHKO
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
t is hard to believe 
that another 
week has already 
passed since the 
last time I sat 
down to write. Time is starting 
to fly. Somehow, this marks 
the end of my fourth week in 
India. A quarter of my time 
abroad is over. On Facebook,
I see pictures of the beginning 
of fall, football games, and Art- 
Prize. Messages from friends 
remind me it is the beginning 
of lease-signing season. It is 
strange not to be experienc­
ing these things with all of my 
friends back home. I do miss 
home, but it does not make me 
love being in India any less.
It is as if I am on an entirely 
different plane of life. I am 
experiencing an entirely differ­
ent world.
Here, it remains as hot as 
ever, feeling like it is still the 
dog days of summer in Michi­
gan, as it will for the duration 
of my stay. A week of school 
has gone by, or rather, two days 
of it. Monday, Thursday, and 
Friday were holiday. We found 
ourselves thankful for the 
break as we are all becoming 
exhausted from the heat and 
adjusting to the new world 
we’re calling home.
On a couple of the days, 
we’ve attempted to help teach 
the girls in the house English, 
which helps reinforce my pro­
found respect for teachers and 
students who are learning such 
a vastly different language. 
Their English is already quite 
good, but it is still difficult to 
teach, particularly without
knowing much Malayalam.
Although I’m not sure they 
fully understand our answers, 
they ask about our families and 
our studies. Their lack of un­
derstanding does not diminish 
their excitement nor deter their 
efforts to speak with us. They 
help us with our Malayalam 
probably more than we can 
help them with their English.
On Friday, Allyson and I 
went to Kovalam beach with 
our professor’s assistants who 
are also our mentors and 
friends - Raghi and Anusha. 
Sarah stayed back at the house, 
resting away her sickness. We 
took the bus there, which is 
an experience in and of itself. 
The writing on the buses is in 
Malayalam, so it is difficult 
to know which to get on; I 
don’t know how we would get 
around without the help of 
Raghi and Anusha. We prob­
ably wouldn’t.
Kovalam is a beautiful, 
tourist-oriented, foreigner- 
friendly beach in Thiruvana- 
nthapuram. Used to the cold
fresh water of Lake Michigan, 
it was my first real experience 
swimming in warm, salty, 
ocean water. While it wasn’t 
quite the same, spending time 
at the beach felt more like 
home than anywhere else.
With Saturday came a trip 
to the museums in downtown 
Thi ru vananth apuram. There 
is an area that contains the 
zoo, some museums, and large 
green areas and parks where 
people go to relax and enjoy 
the day. The building and 
grounds there are actually the 
old palace. One of our profes­
sors was kind enough to take 
us all out to lunch, the art mu­
seum and the natural history 
museum. Being a giant nerd, I 
loved the museums, and that 
they’re part of what used to be 
a palace makes them all the 
more interesting. The rest of 
the day was spent reading and 
running around the house 
with the girls.
So ends another week, 
and another part of my grand 
adventure.
Homeschoolers are just like you
Being curious about homeschoolers is fine, being rude is not
BY EMILY DORAN
EDITORIAL@LANTHORN.COM
W
hen I meet 
other Grand Val­
ley State Uni­
versity students 
for the first time, 
we exchange the usual college 
pleasantries and inquires, 
such as “Where are you from? 
What’s your major? Where did 
you go to high school?" To this 
last question, I always answer 
that I was homeschooled.
Considering that the vast 
majority of students whom I 
meet grew up attending some 
outside educational institu­
tion, whether public or private, 
my response typically garners 
some degree of interest. My 
new-found acquaintances will 
proceed by remarking on the 
uniqueness of my situation 
and sometimes by asking me 
some general questions about 
my upbringing. Most of these 
inquiries are posed with genu­
ine interest and well-meaning, 
while others are not.
For example, 1 have to grit 
my teeth whenever I’m asked, 
“So, did you just stay at home 
in your pajamas all day?” After 
being asked questions like this 
over and over again, I decided 
it might be interesting to com­
pile a list of some of the most 
common questions which 
homeschoolers get asked, 
along with their answers.
First, allow me to address 
the pajama question. In short, 
no, I did not “just stay at home 
in my pajamas all day” during 
high school. Although, really, 
why would that have mattered? 
If I had to stay at home and do 
school anyway instead of galli­
vanting off doing who-knows- 
what, who cares if I were in 
my pajamas or not? I could 
have been just as productive 
in my pajamas, and I wouldn’t 
have been jeopardizing my 
academic or professional repu­
tation by appearing in front of 
non-familial persons dressed 
unprofessionally. The reason 
this question irks me is that 
by asking about my attire, the 
inquirer is implying that, had I 
worn pajamas all day, my work 
and education and schooling 
would somehow have been 
worse. So, even though I didn’t 
wear pajamas at home all day, 
it really wouldn’t have mattered 
if I had.
Homeschoolers are also 
frequently asked, “Wasn’t being 
homeschooled detrimental 
to your social development?” 
The answer is no, and honestly, 
framing such suggestions as 
innocent inquiries is essentially 
equivalent to saying “I’m not 
being rude,” and then proceed­
ing to say something rude.
No, being homeschooled was
not detrimental to my social 
development.
For one thing, my siblings 
and I had plenty of opportuni­
ties to interact with non-relat- 
ed people, whether through 
organized sports or jobs or 
hanging out with friends. In 
addition, we learned not only 
how to communicate and co­
operate appropriately with our 
peers, but, just as important, 
we learned how to collaborate 
particularly well with adults.
To this day, I have found this 
skill to be extremely valuable, 
and I think it is an often-ne­
glected element of the question 
about homeschoolers and their 
social development. In the 
end, then, my social develop­
ment was certainly not stunted 
by being homeschooled; if 
anything, I benefitted from 
the emphasis placed on adult 
association, not simply peer 
communication.
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THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION
Do you think GVSU does 
enough to accommodate 
transgender students?
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QUESTION OF THE ISSUE
DO YOU THINK GVSU DOES ENOUGH TO ACCOMMODATE TRANSGENDER STUDENTS?
CARLOS SANTIAGO
"I’m not really informed about it. I guess they 
don’t advertise anything about the services 
they offer.”
YEAR: Sophomore 
MAJOR: Marketing 
HOMETOWN: Livonia. Michigan
ALEX LATUNSKI
“I don’t know enough about the community to 
know anything about that. I’m not part of that 
community, so I wouldn’t know.”
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Computer Science 
HOMETOWN: Morrice. Michigan
SCOTT HANCOX
”1 know we’ve been recognized internationally for 
doing that kind of work, so I’m proud of that. I’m 
sure there’s a read for improvement, but from an 
outsider's perspective, we’re doing a good job.”
YEAR: Senior
MAJOR: International Business and Marketing 
HOMETOWN: Mattawan. Michigan
KRISTLE KRUPINSKI
“I think that there are opportunities at GVSU for 
transgender students, but I don’t think they do 
enough for transgender students to feel fully 
comfortable at a public university like this."
YEAR: Junior
MAJOR: Cell and Molecular Biology 
HOMETOWN: Waterford. Michigan
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PROJECT: Grand Valley State University. Calvin College and Western Michigan University have opened their new rehabili­
tation center with a new gym for physical therapy on Sept. 29. This will give patients more resources. OVL I SARA CARTI
NURSING
CONTINUED FROM A3
a professional adviser to work 
alongside (them) for guidance.”
Nursing major Payton Noth- 
durft, 20, was lucky enough to 
get accepted into the program 
her first time applying.
“(10 you get an interview there 
is an informational session they 
hold to help you prepare for it,” 
Nothdurft said. “The first 20 min­
utes or so of your actual interview 
is completing a worksheet which is 
a set of tasks; you are to order them 
in order of most to least important, 
which shows the interviewers how 
you prioritize. Then you have a 
limited time to answer four or five 
questions during the interview.”
A large reason not everyone is 
accepted is due to faculty short­
ages, as well as limited access to 
sites for clinical placements.
The American Association of 
Colleges of Nursing reported that 
during 2014-2015 national enroll­
ment, 68,938 applicants were turned 
down due to “insufficient number 
of faculty, clinical sites, classroom 
space, clinical preceptors and budget 
constraints.” More often than not, 
the applicants are qualified; there is
just not an adequate number of fac­
ulty members or budget to accept 
them into the program.
The KCON has tried to offset 
the number of qualified applicants 
being rejected by hiring more facul­
ty members and planning to build a 
new building for health profession 
majors to hold classes in. However, 
these fixes are merely Band-Aids 
for the larger problem at hand.
“It does not address the funda­
mental problem of personnel and 
clinical sites,” McCurren said. “We 
have expanded our undergraduate 
and graduate education since 2007, 
but are at capacity at this time.”
She said the university is al­
ways fostering their partnerships 
with health care organizations and 
trying to find alternative forms of 
teaching basic nursing skills to 
include activities that simulate 
nursing in the real world.
“GVSUs Kirkhof College of 
Nursing is not unlike nearly ev­
ery nursing program across the 
nation,” McCurren said. “The de­
mand exceeds capacity-qualified 
applicants are often turned away.”
McCurren does offer some 
sort of consolation to those who 
do not get in, noting that most are 
admitted on their second try.
COLLAB
CONTINUED FROM A3
Besides the facility primarily using 
graduate interns and assistants to in­
teract with patients and to conduct 
case studies, they also have paid fac­
ulty members from the three univer­
sities. Some of the services offered 
include audiology, physical therapy, 
occupational therapy, social work 
and speech pathology.
Vanderkamp indicated that these 
different emphases from the univer­
sities - with Calvin providing speech 
therapy and audiology aspects at the 
clinic and GVSU and WMU respec­
tively offering different insights into 
physical and occupational therapy - 
will ultimately help the facility learn 
to work together with these other 
disciplines and their entities.
“What really makes it integrated 
here is that our staff and students 
are working together to put togeth­
er treatment plans for the benefit of 
the clients and themselves,” he said. 
“The training and ground rounds 
will be done as an entire team, as 
when they present case studies, so 
that their learning experience will 
provide then that cohesion that will 
bring about all the schools and their 
different disciplines.”
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of 28 companies, TIAA-CREF participants had the highest 
average retirement account balances.1 Our advice, along 
with our award-winning performance, can improve your 
financial health. Just what you’d expect from a company 
that’s created to serve and built to perform.
Learn how our financial advice can 
pay off for you at TIAA.org/JoinUs
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CAMPUS ISSUES
LGBT Resource Center offers 
social justice training program
sists of applied teaching and learning 
facilitated through large group pre­
sentations, small group discussions, 
skill building/sharing and group 
brainstorming.”
Each month, the program focuses 
on a different section of social justice 
to teach the students and community 
members. The upcoming meeting on 
Oct. 8 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in Room 
2215/2216 of the Kirkhof Center will 
address the topic of “Understanding 
and Practicing Intersectionality” Par­
ticipants will develop an understand­
ing of the meaning and importance of 
intersectionality, or the interconnected 
nature of social categorizations such as 
race, class and gender as they apply to 
an individual or group.
“The first session will focus on 
what the practice of intersection­
ality looks like and why it is so 
important,” said Scott Burden, a 
graduate assistant in the Milton E. 
Ford LGBT Resource Center.
Throughout the year, sessions 
will focus on topics such as U.S. so­
cial movements, systematic change, 
white supremacy and media as an 
organizing tool. This is evident in 
the program topics for the remain­
der of the year, including “Learn­
ing from U.S. Social Movements,” 
“Understanding and Resisting U.S. 
Imperialism” and “Organizing for 
Systematic Change ”
“Change U is an incredible op­
portunity to learn more about so­
cial justice and engage with other
TRAINING FOR CHANGE: Scott Burden, graduate assistant at the Milton E. Ford LGBT Resource Center, talks with GVSU 
students at the office. Change U gives students the chance to engage with social issues hands-on. gvl I SARA carte
social justice advocates who de­
sire to pursue justice,” Burden 
said. “Students are encouraged 
by the resource center to take ad­
vantage of the free opportunity 
provided to them.”
Information about the sessions is 
online at www.gvsu.edu/socialjustice/ 
registration. The other session dates 
of the 2015-16 fall semester are sched­
uled for Oct. 29, Nov. 11 and Nov. 19.
More information about the
Change U: Social Justice Training 
Program, or any other programs 
sponsored by the LGBT Resource 
Center, is located online at www. 
gvsu.edu/lgbtrc.
BY TAYLOR FUSSMAN
NEWS(a)LANTHORNCOM
he Change U: Social 
Justice Training Pro­
gram will return to 
Grand Valley State 
University this fall to 
train students and faculty in how to 
deal with topics of social injustice.
The program, organized by the 
Milton E. Ford LGBT Resource 
Center, consists of two three-hour 
sessions each month throughout 
the year as well as a day-long jus­
tice assembly on understanding 
and addressing spiritual violence.
Each of these events provide 
participants with the training they 
need to analyze social justice issues 
and develop the skills necessary for 
engaging in community organizing.
In order to give GVSU students 
the greatest opportunity possible, 
Change U was developed six years 
ago as a free social justice program 
with the goal of connecting GVSU 
faculty, staff and students with mem­
bers of the community and providing 
them with the necessary information 
to handle issues of social justice.
“The Change U: Social Justice 
Training Program uses a relational 
organizing model which promotes 
community building and learning 
from the lived experiences of all 
who participate,” said Colette Seu- 
gin-Beighly, director of the LGBT 
Resource Center. “The training con-
SOCIAL JUSTICE
Pro-Palestinian speaker urges students to action
BY HANNAH LENTZ
NEm@LANTHORN.COM
ith 126 chapters 
throughout U.S. uni­
versities, “Students 
for Justice in Pales­
tine” is a movement 
receiving increased attention 
among college campuses.
Healing Children of Conflict, a 
volunteer-led nonprofit located in 
Grand Rapids that facilitates medi­
cal treatments for children wound­
ed in conflicts involving the U.S., 
brought in social issue speaker 
Nora Barrows-Freidman to talk to 
the Grand Valley State University 
community about student activism 
around equal rights and justice for 
the Palestinian people on Sept. 29.
“We haven’t seen an organized 
drive among students this vibrant 
across the country since the 1980s, 
when mobilized in South Africa, 
and there are very important links 
between the two situations,” said 
David Alvarez, GVSU English pro­
fessor and event host.
Barrows-Freidman, author of 
“In Our Power: U.S. Students Or­
ganize for justice in Palestine” and 
associate editor of the Electronic 
Intifada, has been published in 
media outlets such as Truthout and 
A1 Jazeera English. She is traveling 
throughout West Michigan as part 
of a four-part series that includes 
presentations at Western Michigan 
University, Calvin College, Hope 
College and GVSU.
Barrows-Freidman focused her 
talk on her trips to Palestine as a 
reporter for Pacifica Network Ra­
dio and the issues and obligations 
facing college students in the U.S.
In her book, Barrows-Freid­
man documents conversations
with students leading the fight, 
talking about the national move­
ment forming from what began 
as decepUalaed,^mpmgnslscafTi 
tered across the country. Barrows- 
Freidman said that U.S. taxpayers 
hand over more than S3 billion 
to Israel. This is an issue that she 
thinks students should pay at­
tention to as, in some cases, this 
funding includes tuition dollars.
“There is this dynamic and a 
very moving student movement 
that is emerging from all corners 
of this country working under 
extremely difficult situations to 
raise their voices and talk about 
issues that need to be talked 
about,” Barrows-Freidman said. 
“This movement is not getting the 
mainstream publicity, but it’s one 
of the most dynamic movements 
of our time right now.”
However, as usual with con­
troversial issues such as these, 
her message does not come with­
out opposition.
“While it’s true that on other 
campus students and community 
members who support occupa­
tion, colonization and segregation 
protest vociferously about the pres­
ence of any speaker who argues 
that Palestinians are human beings 
and that they therefore deserve the 
chance to enjoy life, liberty, and 
the pursuit of happiness, at GVSU 
complaints have thus far been 
more muted,” Alvarez said. “Typi­
cally, they take the form of more 
or less politely worded emails sent 
to faculty members such as myself 
in protest against the Tack of bal­
ance or the ‘ideological extreme­
ness’ that the speaker’s presence on 
campus represents.”
Barrows-Freidman encourages 
students to look into the Midwest
gV
coalition for justice based in Chi­
cago and to look at this issue as 
larger than a foreign policy agenda. 
t),“Thjs is * huge issue. th*t 
doesn’t just affect Palestinians, but 
an issue that affects students,” she 
said. “This is a great campaign to 
get involved with and it’s not just 
an isolated instance with Pales­
tinians. It’s about human rights 
in general, it’s about equality and 
justice in general,” Barrows-Freid­
man said. “The same passion for 
justice and human rights can be 
applied to so many different issues 
not only here at Grand Valley but 
also across the state and across the 
country and across the world.”
Christine Yared, a panelist at the 
discussion involved with Healing 
Children of Conflict, an attorney 
and adjunct professor at GVSU, 
agreed with Barrows-Freidman 
and urged students to think of this 
issue in the context of several other 
debates going on in the world.
“I’ve been very active with the 
LGBT Center in my life and to 
draw a parallel, this is another so­
cial justice issue that I’m passionate 
about and we need to make those 
connections so that students can 
find at least one social issue that 
means a lot to them,” Yared said. “I 
encourage them to consider how 
to connect this issue with other 
issues such as Black Lives Matter 
and immigration and make their 
activism be more meaningful.”
Support for the event came 
from Kalamazoo Nonviolent Op­
ponents of War, Hope College’s 
Cultural Affairs Committee, the 
departments of English and po­
litical science, Hope United for 
Justice, Calvin College’s Middle 
East Club and the GVSU LGBT 
Resource Center.
TIOOT 0tf9lJp',6M GfU ni .ft
TAKING ACTION: “In Our Power: U.S. Students Organize for Justice in Palestine” author 
Nora Barrows-Friedman, speaks to students at GVSU on Sept. 28. gvl I Kevin sielaff
SALL
CONTINUED FROM A3
“Sail is a Cook leadership 
Academy alumna on top of 
being a two time alumni of 
GVSU,” Dowding said. “Given 
her experiences at Grand Val­
ley and the outer world, we 
believe her to be very quali­
fied to speak here.”
The Peter C. Cook lead­
ership Academy is part of 
GVSUs Hauenstein Center 
for Presidential Studies. The 
leadership academy is a leader 
development program for over 
60 undergraduate and graduate 
students at GVSU each aca­
demic year. These fellows are 
admitted for one or more years.
According to the Peter C. 
Cook Leadership Academy, 
through observation, men­
toring, and practice, the fel­
lows learn the behaviors and 
attitudes of ethical, effective 
leaders through more than 
seventy contact hours per 
fellow each year. One of the 
ways students advance their 
leadership skills is learning 
from and interacting with 
accomplished local leaders 
through the Wheelhouse 
Talks speaker series.
The Hauenstein Cen­
ter for Presidential Studies 
is presenting the Wheel- 
house talk this Friday from 
3:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. in 
the Charles W. Loosemore 
Auditorium, located in the 
Richard M. DeVos Center 
at the GVSU Pew Cam­
pus. Sail’s Wheelhouse talk 
is free, but attendees must 
RSVP online at www.hauen- 
steincenter.org.
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GRAND VALLEY WRITERS SERIES
On Oct. 1 at 4 p.m., the Grand Valley Writers Series is 
welcoming Marcia Aldrich to visit, talk about her life as 
a creative writing professor at Michigan State University 
until 5:15 p.m. in the Kirkhof Center and then move to the 
Cook-DeWitt Center and do a reading and book signing. 
Aldrich is the former editor of “Fourth Genre" and the 
author of the memoir "Girl Rearing," which was selected 
as a Barnes & Noble Discover New Writers Series, and 
“Companion to an Untold Story,” which was selected for 
the 2011 AWP Award in Nonfiction. For more information 
about the Writers Series, visit www.gvsu.edu/writing.
ARTS AT NOON
GVSU’s Arts at Noon series continues on Oct. 7 with Dale 
Cockrell. Cockrell is a professor emeritus of musicology 
from Vanderbilt University and a specialist in 19th cen­
tury American music. He will be presenting his lecture 
“Blood on Fire: Sex, Music and Dance from Minstrelsy to 
Jazz.” The lecture will look at the connection between 
prostitution in the U.S. from 1840 until 1917, music, dance, 
sexuality and the underground cultural economy at the 
time, all of which laid the grounds for the later devel­
opment of 20th century American popular music. The 
lecture is free and open to the public. For more informa­
tion, visit www.gvsu.edu/music.
BRA DECORATING
The GVSU chapter of the Sigma Lambda Gamma sorority 
are celebrating Breast Cancer Awareness Month through­
out October. They will be holding a bra decorating event 
Oct. 6 from 6 p.m. until 9 p.m. People are invited to 
come out and showcase their creativity by decorating a 
bra in the name of raising awareness for breast cancer. 
The decorated bras will then be hung up on display at 
Bras Across the Grand on Oct. 24.
Bras Across the Grand is part of the annual Making 
Strides Against Breast Cancer 5K that is put on by the 
American Cancer Association. For more information, visit 
www.makingstrides.acsevents.org.
OUTDOOR MOVIE PRESENTED BY SPOTLIGHT 
PRODUCTIONS
As part of Family Weekend, Spotlight Productions will be 
showing “The Duff” for free outside on the east lawn of 
the Kirkhof Center, by the Zumberge Pond. The movie is 
free for all students, popcorn and drinks will be provided. 
The show will start at dusk around 8 p.m.
“PINKWASHING EXPOSED” FILM SHOWING
"Pinkwashing” is a term used when countries with 
humans rights violations promote themselves a 
“gay friendly” to improve their public image. Israel 
is one country that has been accused of doing this. 
“Pinkwashing Exposed" is a film that explores how 
pinkwashing works and what local activists in those 
different countries are doing to fight it. The film will 
show on Oct. 6 at 6 p.m. in the Pere Marquette room 
of the Kirkhof Center.
LAKER TRADITIONS
Family Weekend
VISITING CAMPUS: GVSU student Madison Dostrine and her parents participate in Family Weekend 2014. This weekend, there will be 
events for families and several different student organizations will host activities designed for younger children at Kirkhof. GVL I ARCHIVE
BY RACHEL HUCK
RHUCK@LANTHORN.COM
H
ampus is expected to be bus­
tling with a wide array of 
events this Friday through 
Sunday as Grand Valley 
State University hosts the 
annual Family Weekend.
“Family weekend originated in the 80s 
as a way to get families on campus to en­
joy all that Grand Valley has to offer, and 
to meet other families,” said LeaAnn Tibbe, 
associate director of student life at GVSU.
Events to suit all ages and inter­
ests will be available - from Saturdays 
football game against Hillsdale to the 
Meadows Golf Outing, the art at GVSU 
tour and lunch, the Shakespeare Festi­
val, the W. G. Jackson vessel cruise arid 
the 5K race hosted by campus recre­
ation.
“The response this year has been ex­
ceptional,” Tibbe said. “Reserved seating 
for the football game is sold out, along 
with several of the other options offered 
through student life.”
Aside from select events, Family Week­
end is completely free to take part in.
“Weve also added Sustainable You, a 
health expo on Saturday, an interdenomi­
national worship service on Sunday morn­
ing celebrating Campus Ministry’s 50th 
year on campus and an outdoor movie, 
“The Duff’ Sunday night,” Tibbe said.
No registration is needed in order to at­
tend Family Weekend, unless it is required 
to order tickets for a specific event, such as 
Saturday’s football game.
“(Families) get a chance to see more 
of Grand Valley and spend quality trme 
with their student, all while doing fun
til} 'Jijt'.n tUt 6 J -J'J. hi jhill Ijlh.'. lilt
events and activities,” said Marissa Pul­
sipher, member of Laker Traditions and 
coordinator of Family Weekend. “Family 
Weekend is a great opportunity for fami­
lies to reconnect with their student that 
has moved away from home.”
Student organizations will host ac­
tivities designed for younger children 
at the Kirkhof Sandbar, an area for kids 
located outside of the Kirkhof Center. 
Events include bracelet making, snow 
cones and cookie decorating.
“We welcome everyone,” Pulsipher 
said. “We tried to make sure the sched­
ule was full of events that could reach 
many age groups.
“I love Grand Valley and have enjoyed 
my experience here over the last three 
years,” Pulsipher said. “My parents have
■K> r.h K’lillJ O-i Oil .......... ... -.
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fice of Multicultural Affairs.
Masons lecture will also 
talk about her progress 
through life, eventually find­
ing herself as a defender of 
Latin American rights.
Her transition from mi­
grant worker to nursing pro­
fession to civil rights advo­
cate, while significant, is just 
one part of her life.
Mason has received vari­
ous awards and recognitions, 
such as the Diana L. Gor­
ham Lifetime Achievement 
Award from the Greater Lan­
sing YWCA for her extensive 
work in government. She also 
received an honorary doctor­
ate degree from Great Lakes 
Bay Early College for her 
community work throughout 
the state of Michigan and on 
both the national and inter­
national level.
Some of the other awards 
and honors presented to Ma­
son include being Hispanic 
Woman of the Year, inducted 
into the Hispanic Business 
Alliance Hall of Fame and 
the Cesar Chavez Commu­
nity Service Award.
“Hispanics have a rich cul­
tural heritage and have made 
many contributions that will 
impact our lives for centuries 
to come,” Dang said.
As of now, Hispanics
make up 15 percent of the 
U.S. population. They re­
main the largest minority 
group, so their culture bleeds 
into that of the U.S.
Hispanic Heritage Month 
is a chance for GVSU stu­
dents to learn about the 
culture. The Office of Mul­
ticultural Affairs offers these 
celebrations to highlight the 
importance of diversity in 
education. With GVSU be­
ing a predominately white
campus, having awareness 
about diversity makes for a 
more well-rounded student 
body.
Mason’s lecture is the 
last of several events to take 
place at GVSU to celebrate
Hispanic Heritage Month. 
The lecture will take place 
in the Cook-DeWitt Cen­
ter at noon on Oct. 8. The 
event is open to the public 
and will be followed by a 
short reception.
CELEBRATION: A couple tried their hand at dancing at an outdoor concert at last years' Hispanic Heritage Month celebration. This year, 
in addition to Mason’s lecture, Hispanic Heritage Month included a networking event and a lecture about photography. GVL | archive
BY TEAGAN WILKINSON
TWILKINSON@LANTHORN.COM
ispanic Heri­
tage Month is 
a month-long 
celebration of 
Hispanic cul­
ture, history and tradition 
taking place from Sept. 15 to 
Oct. 15. Dr. Marylou Oliva­
rez Mason will finish out the 
2015 celebration at Grand 
Valley State University with a 
lecture on Oct. 8.
Mason struggled through 
poverty as a child migrant 
worker, but she has since 
founded Michigan Hispanic 
Heritage Month and has be­
come the executive director 
of the Michigan Commission 
on Spanish-Speaking Affairs.
The lecture, titled “A 
Story of Latina Excellence,” 
will cover Masons “rags-to- 
riches” story and shine the 
light on the difficulties of 
rising above oppression.
“It is important for GVSU 
to bring in front of students 
stories of successful role mod­
els, particularly people who 
came from humble begin­
nings and have persevered 
against hardships and barriers 
and finally give back to their 
own community,” said Con­
nie Dang, director of the Of­
DIVERSITY
Hispanic Heritage Month to 
highlight cultural awareness
NETWORKING
Market yourself Real-world careers focus of AMA event
BY MADDIE FORSHEE
LA^RLIFE(ojLANTHORN.COM
tudents learn so much in a 
classroom and can always 
join student clubs and 
organizations to broaden 
their horizons. When it 
comes to graduating and going out into 
the real world, though, some students 
are left wondering where to start.
Grand Valley State University’s 
American Marketing Association 
chapter has teamed up with the mar­
keting department to host the sec­
ond annual Marketing Careers Night 
to help students explore the idea of 
postgraduate careers.
The event will feature 23 companies 
that will offer students tips and advice 
for what to expect in the real world of 
marketing and post-grad life in general. 
Students are welcome to sit and chat 
with the people from each company for 
a few minutes and then will be told to 
move around, speed-dating style.
“The purpose is not to get a job, 
but for career exploration,” said Ma­
ria Landon, AMA faculty co-adviser
and one of the organizers of the event. 
“(Students will ask) ‘what cart I do with 
a marketing major? How can f acquire 
an internship at your company?’ Com­
panies will bring tips that they think are 
successful ways to get a job.”
Last year, the event welcomed over 
125 students and had 17 companies 
present. With 23 companies this year, 
the event is growing by the day. Stu­
dents don’t need to buy tickets, register 
for the event or even bring their resume 
- they just have to dress professionally 
and be ready with questions.
All students are welcome to the
DRESSED UP: Over 125 students attended the first Marketing Careers Night last year. This year, the event is even bigger, hosting 
23 local and national organizations. The networking event welcomes students of all ages and majors. GVL | kevin sielaff
event, not just marketing majors. 
Landon and the other organizers of the 
event just want students to learn about 
real-world careers, not necessarily mar­
keting-specific ones.
“Students can get an idea of what 
they can do with their degree, and 
they can learn from actual profes­
sionals how to be successful in their 
field,” Landon said.
The companies that will attend in­
clude local companies like Amway and 
Spectrum Health as well as national 
and international companies like Mon- 
delez and United Way.
Kevin Lehnert, the other AMA 
co-adviser, said they got a diverse 
group of companies involved so stu­
dents can get the most well-rounded 
idea of a career as possible.
“We wanted to provide students 
with more of an opportunity’ Lehnert 
said “Students don’t know how to get 
the job, how to make the connection, 
and Career Night provides that value.”
Both Lenert and Landon worked 
together last year to create the event, 
which is the only one of its kind 
geared toward marketing. They saw 
that students in AMA increasingly 
were not sure about where they could 
go with their degree or how to make 
connections with companies they 
were interested in.
“That’s such a valuable thing, and 
it’s such a hard thing to get in a class­
room,” Lehnert said. “We wanted to 
provide that extra opportunity for 
students to really make the most of 
the education they have.”
All students are welcome to attend 
Marketing Careers Night on Oct. 5 
from 5 p.m. until 8 p.m. in the Loose- 
more Forum at the L. William Seidman 
Center on the Pew Campus.
FAMILY
CONTINUED FROM A7
heard me talk endlessly about 
all of the opportunities I have 
gained from this university, 
but I want them to be able to 
see it and experience it with 
me. This is why I urge families 
to attend. They will fall in love 
with Grand Valley, too.”
Complimentary shuttle 
rides will be available during 
the day on Saturday for older or 
disabled family members.
“Bringing younger siblings 
to Family Weekend may also 
give them an idea about what 
college life is like and encour­
age them to do well in school 
so they can attend GVSU 
some day,” said Lauren Rob­
bins, co-coordinator of Fam­
ily Weekend and member of 
Laker Traditions.
The weekend aims to of­
fer students and families an 
opportunity to enjoy all that 
GVSU and its surrounding 
cities has to offer.
“It is definitely a fun way for 
parents to experience GVSU 
with a little more purpose than 
on freshman move-in day’’ said 
Robbins. “ArtPrize is currently 
in full-swing downtown, stu­
dents have a great reason to... 
tour GVSU’s Pew Campus in 
addition to enjoying ArtPrize.”
Families are not just limited 
to GVSU’s campus in Allendale, 
as there are associated activi­
ties taking place in downtown 
Grand Rapids and Muskegon.
Family Weekend will take 
place Oct. 2 through Oct 4.
GO TO:
www.gvsu.«du/
famllyweekend
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GVSU’S SPENCER EARNS 
GLIAC HONORS
Grand Valley State senior 
running back Kirk Spencer was 
named GLIAC Offensive Player of 
the Week after his 252 all-pur­
pose yard outing in the Lakers’ 
65-23 win against Lake Erie last 
weekend.
Spencer rushed for four 
touchdowns, and threw a 29- 
yard touchdown pass to wide 
receiver Jamie Potts in GVSU’s 
win. Spencer rushed for 164 and 
added another 73 yards on kick 
returns.
LAKER SOCCER PLAYERS 
SWEEP GLIAC WEEKLY 
AWARDS
The No. 7 Grand Valley State 
soccer team swept both week­
end GLIAC matchups as well as 
weekly GLIAC awards thanks to 
offensive outbursts and defen­
sive lockdowns.
Junior Jayma Martin earned 
GLIAC Offensive Player of the 
Week honors, after scoring two 
goals and dishing out five assists 
in GVSU’s wins over Saginaw 
Valley State, Tiffin and Malone.
Junior Clare Carlson matched 
her classmate by being tabbed 
GLIAC Defensive Player of the 
Week. Carlson led the Laker de­
fense to back-to-back conference 
shutouts, as the unit allowed just 
four shots in a three-game span. 
Carlson also flashed offensive 
skills, notching three goals of her 
own in the stretch.
VOLLEYBALL’S 
BROWER WINS PLAYER 
OF THE WEEK
Freshman Staci Brower 
helped the No. 22 Lakers achieve 
two road sweeps in Ohio over the 
weekend to earn GLIAC North 
Division Player of the Week for 
the Grand Valley State volleyball 
team.
The middle blocker had a 
.404 hitting percentage and 
recorded 28 kills against both 
Malone and Walsh to help GVSU 
roll through its GLIAC opponents.
Ol Ji, Jij ,>j UlVio i iijij
GVSU HOCKEY TEAMS 
Georgetown ice
ARENA
The Grand Valley State 
Division II men’s ice hockey club 
will be on the road over the 
weekend, but Laker fans will still 
have plenty of opportunities to 
take in GVSU hockey over the 
weekend.
The men’s Division III squad 
plays at Oakland University on 
Friday night, but return home 
to take on the Grizzlies again on 
Saturday, Oct. 3 at 4:30 p.m.
Following the men’s game, 
the GVSU Division I women’s 
hockey team is slated to kick off 
its season with a 6:30 p.m. tilt at 
home against Aquinas College.
The Division III men’s team 
will also host a home game 
against the University of 
Michigan on Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
VARSITY SCHEDULE
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TRUCK STICK: Marquez Gollman, pictured in a No. 3 practice jersey, runs through drills earlier this season. The 
junior has shown skill in stopping both the run and pass for GVSU in the 2015 campaign. GVL I EMILY FRYE
MHSAA Southeastern Conference.
The football side of life came easily to him, and 
schools from the next level noticed. Gollman re­
ceived looks from Michigan State, Iowa, Indiana and 
a host of other Division I schools.
Math, history and biology, however, didn’t 
come as naturally to Gollman as hits and picks. 
His grades weren’t strong enough to grant him 
Division I entry. He lost scholarships, but GVSU 
continued to pursue him.
“When I took over as head coach (at Ypsilanti), 
I saw a young kid who had a lot of talent but was 
under the radar,” said then-Ypsilanti head coach 
Jason Malloy. “He wasn’t performing academi­
cally. Initially when I saw him practice, I thought, 
‘Wow this kid has it.’ I found out he was ineligible. 
It wasn’t that he wasn’t a good kid, or not smart 
enough, to me he just didn’t have the motivation.”
SEE FOOTBALL | A10
GV’s Gollman mixes 
fatherhood, football and 
studies for Laker defense
hen Marquez Gollman was attending 
Grand Rapids Community College, 
he stayed in a house that was “falling 
apart piece-by-piece.”
Looking out of the window in his 
room, he could see a Grand Valley State build­
ing, with the name of the school cast against the 
sky in brilliant Laker blue.
He wasn’t playing football. He was focus­
ing on grades, trying to get them up to GVSU’s 
standards so he could play for the Lakers. He’d 
wear GVSU gear to class at GRCC.
The lakers wanted him, too. So far, the relation­
ship is working out for both parties.
The junior nickelback has racked up 22 tackles 
and two interceptions - including a pick sue against 
Lake Erie - in a key defensive position for the Lakers. 
As a nickel, Gollman plays the role of both a run- 
stopper and a coverage man.
“He’s a great run supporter, he’s also a great 
blitzer,” said GVSU head coach Matt Mitchell. 
“It’s a strong suit. When you walk in the door 
you wouldn’t think he’s a very physical player, 
but he’s a great tackier.
“He’s versatile enough to play every down. We 
can blitz him, he can play zone. There’s a lot on his 
plate from a mental standpoint. It’s a lot harder to 
play that position mentally than it is a comer.”
For Gollman, a hard task doesn’t mean a 
whole lot. His journey to GVSU was anything 
but a cakewalk.
At Ypsilanti High School, Gollman was a 
four-year varsity starter. As a junior, he only 
played in five games due to eligibility issues, but 
still managed to be named all-conference in the
PREVIEW
TRENCHES: The Grand Valley State offensive line sets up before a play against Southwest Baptist. The Lakers (3-1, 2-1 GLIAC) host Hillsdale (1-3,1-2 GLIAC) on Saturday 
at 7 p.m. at Lubbers Stadium for Family Day. GVSU’s defense has forced 14 turnovers this season, good for second in all of Division II football. GVL I KEVIN sielaff
Lakers look to build off convincing win with home game against HillsdaleFOOTBALLSATURDAY 7 p.m. vs Hillsdale
WOMEN’S SOCCER
FRIDAY 1 p.m. at Saginaw Valley 
State
VOLLEYBALL
FRIDAY 7 p.m. vs Ohio Dominican
SATURDAY 4 p.m. vs Tiffin
WOMEN’S GOLF
SATURDAY & SUNDAY at NCAA 
East Super Regional Preview 
(Piper Glen G.C., Springfield, 
Illinois)
WOMEN’S TENNIS 
SATURDAY 10 a.m. vs Tiffin 
SATURDAY 3 p.m. at Davenport
CROSS COUNTRY
SATURDAY at Greater Louisville 
Classic (E.P. “Tom” Sawyer Park, 
Louisville)
BY ADAM KNORR
SPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
n paper, the 1-3 Hillsdale 
Chargers don’t seem to 
pose any sort of threat for 
the Grand Valley State 
football team.
The Chargers are scheduled to 
square off against GVSU Oct. 3 at 7 
p.m. at Lubbers Stadium. Head coach 
Matt Mitchell and the rest of the Laker 
squad won’t be fooled by Hillsdale’s 
subpar record in 2015, however.”
“This has kind of been one of those 
schools we’ve had really good, healthy 
competition on the football side of 
things,” Mitchell said. “Since I’ve been 
head coach we’ve had a couple really 
good ballgames with them.
“(Hillsdale is) probably a few plays 
away from heading in here 3-1.”
The Chargers lost tight matchups 
to Findlay and Northern Michigan, 
but were shut down in a 38-7 loss
against the University of Indianapolis 
last week. Hillsdale’s only win came 
via a 52-29 romp over Lake Erie, who 
GVSU beat 65-23 last weekend.
The turnover battle is going to be 
key come Saturday. Hillsdale is not 
a quick-strike, big play offense. The 
Chargers will be content to keep the 
ball on the ground and have quarter­
back C.J. Mifsud throw short, West- 
coast style passes.
Hillsdale’s rushing attack is led 
by running back Bennett Lewis, 
a former GVSU recruit who has 
showed efficiency in the run game 
this season. Lewis has compiled 
399 yards and five touchdowns on 
65 carries this season - good for a 
6.1 yards per carry average.
If the Lakers can avoid turning 
the ball over and force a couple turn­
overs of their own, they should be 
sitting pretty on Saturday.
Thankfully, they’re good at that 
second part.
GVSU is tied for second in the 
nation with 14 forced turnovers. 
The Lakers have split their take­
aways evenly, recovering seven 
fumbles and snagging 
seven interceptions.
GVSU has commit­
ted seven turnovers of 
its own, five coming 
from the hand of quar­
terback Bart Williams 
on interceptions. Last 
week, Williams went a 
full game without giving 
up a turnover, partially 
thanks to a change in 
offensive game plan that 
laker fans could see 
more of going forward.
GVSU employed 
more screen passes and 
quick throws, which allowed Williams 
to get the ball out of his hand before 
pressure got to him.
“Bart Williams is getting better ev­
ery week,” Mitchell said. “I think the 
big stat for him is that he didn’t turn 
the ball over on Saturday. We didn’t 
turn the ball over on offense at all.
“We were plus three 
on turnovers with our 
defense getting three 
turnovers in the sec­
ond half including a 
pick six so that was 
progress on that side.”
The Lakers were also 
able to run the ball effec­
tively, which alleviated 
pressure on Williams. 
The Lake Erie defense, 
as Mitchell put it, “(is) 
not the ’85 Bears,” so 
GVSU may again go 
with a tweaked game 
plan to suit a marginally 
better Hillsdale defense.
The Lakers were without standout
SEE PREVIEW | A10
“Since I’ve 
been head coach 
we’ve had a 
couple really good 
ballgames with 
(Hillsdale).”
MATT MITCHELL 
GVSU HEAD COACH
DOWNLOAD 
OUR APP...... SEARCH LANTHORN IN YOUR APP STORE
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CLUB BASEBALL
Hurdling the mound
Laker club baseball looks to take next step in 2015, advance past regionals
BY ANDY SMITH
ASMITH@LANTHORN.COM
he Grand Valley 
State baseball 
club has seen 
high hopes and 
championship 
dreams dashed by Minne­
sota State - Moorhead in the 
regional championship two 
years in a row.
This season, the Lakers are 
ready to kick that habit before 
it becomes a trend. The roster 
is loaded with returning tal­
ent, meaning GVSU brings 
back chemistry, skill and a 
drive to leap over the bump 
that has tripped the Lakers 
up the past two seasons.
“The strength of our team 
is the leadership that we have 
coming back this year,” said 
club coach Michael Tagliavia. 
“We have six guys that are 
four-year starters for us on 
the team that are setting the 
pace for the younger players 
and showing them how the 
game should be and is played 
the right way.”
The Lakers return 20 
players from the 2014 team, 
which finished 13-7 (5-1 Dis­
trict 5 East Conference). The 
conference loss was out of the
ordinary for GVSU, which 
has compiled a 41-1 record 
in conference play over the 
last three seasons.
“We have pretty much the 
same group of guys coming 
back this year,” said junior Josh 
Hinkley. “We want to work 
harder this year, make sure 
that we always stay focused 
and make sure we are always 
trying to better ourselves as 
players by staying focused.”
A key returner for the 
Lakers is junior outfielder 
Colin McGeen. McGeen was 
a catalyst for GVSUs offense 
last season as he led the team 
in runs (18), stolen bases (10) 
and hit by pitches (3) last 
year for the Lakers.
“Our main goal, at least 
for the fall semester, is to keep 
building the team chemistry, 
and trying to figure out who 
fits where and what lineups 
will be the most effective for 
us as a team going forward this 
season,” McGeen said.
The Lakers are also looking 
for big things out of senior first 
baseman Kyle Bloom. Bloom 
hit .362 for the Lakers last year, 
and had an on-base percent­
age of .436.
“Kyle is the best hitter on 
our team, and maybe even 
the best hitter in the coun­
try,” Tagliavia said.
Pitcher Marcus Gignac also 
returns for the Lakers, looking 
to continue his perfect streak. 
Gignac has not lost a regular 
season game in three years as a 
member of the club squad.
The Lakers got the season 
started off the season with a 
statement sweep, making easy 
work of conference rival Mich­
igan Tech on Sept. 26. GVSUs 
bats came to life as the Lakers 
scored 45 runs in the three- 
game series. The Huskies only 
scored four runs in the three 
combined games, as GVSU 
won 14-3,13-1 and 18-0.
“I am really happy. This was 
a great weekend not only for us 
on the field, but off the field as 
well,” said catcher Derek Ver­
bruggen. “It is a long bus ride 
up to Michigan Tech, so we 
took the opportunity to bond 
as a team and develop great 
chemistry between players.
“Our new guys really 
stepped up for us, our pitch­
ing and offense was also very 
consistent for us. We hit the 
ball really well, everyone got 
to play and even got to try a 
few new things.”
The Lakers are back in ac­
tion on Oct. 17 as they travel 
to Saginaw Valley State for a 
double-header.
FOUR SEAM: Michael Michalski throws a pitch as a member of the Grand Valley State club baseball 
team last season. The Lakers return 20 starters from a talented 2014 squad. GVL I KEVIN SIELAFF
BREAKING FREE: Bart Williams (6) runs the ball downfield in the Lakers’ season-opener against South­
west Baptist. Williams did not throw an interception against Lake Erie last week, gvl I KEVIN SIELAFF
PREVIEW
CONTINUED FROM A10
defensive end Matt Judon for much of the game 
against Lake Erie. Judon, a senior, has six sacks 
this season, but was held out of much of the Lake 
Erie game due to injury precautions. He should 
be back, although possibly with limited reps, on 
Saturday against Hillsdale.
GVSUs 'receiving core continues to improve, 
and by seasons end could be one of the top units 
in Division II. Brandon Bean is continuing his 
breakout campaign, and caught a 72-yard touch­
down pass to open the scoring against the Storm.
Matt Williams has continued to be a consis­
tent option for Bart Williams, and has hauled 
in four touchdowns through four games this 
season. Jamie Potts had his first game with sig­
nificant contribution against Lake Erie, pulling in 
four catches for 109 yards and a touchdown.
Potts has started to develop a better relation­
ship with Bart Williams on the field, and has got­
ten closer to being in football shape since his ar­
rival three weeks ago.
“Obviously Bart is a really talented quarter­
back,” Potts said. “Hes a guy that can make any
throw you want. Just being out there in practice 
every day with him catching balls has helped me 
get better and helped our connection. The more 
time we spend together, the better well be.”
Running back Kirk Spencer will look to 
build on last week’s offensive performance that 
earned him GLIAC Offensive Player of the Week 
honors. Spencer rushed for 164 yards and four 
touchdowns, and.to.w a ‘29‘-'jftird touchdown 
pass to Potts on h tndkplay.
Spencer haS s**rached between slot re-* 
ceiver and tailback this season. Last week, 
freshman Martayveous Carter returned after 
missing time due to injury and rushed for 
93 yards. If Carter is fully healthy, Spencer 
could see more time as a pass-catcher, al­
though he has been effective (5.3 yards per 
carry) in his rushing attempts this season.
Mitchell wants the GVSU defense to focus 
on giving up fewer “explosive plays.” The Lakers 
were burned for big chunks of yardage often in 
the first half against Lake Erie, which led to few 
opportunities for red zone stops. If the GVSU de­
fense can limit the big play and force turnovers 
against Hillsdale, the Lakers should be in for a 
nice win in front of a home crowd on Saturday.
FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM A10
At the Michigan High School All-Star foot­
ball game in 2011, Gollman got a call from Laker 
coaches telling him he wasn’t accepted to GVSU.
“I was going to school but I wasn’t doing 
the work because I had a big head dealing with 
colleges sending me letters and stuff, so I didn’t 
believe school was a priority,” Gollman said. “I 
believed I could go anywhere just off my talent. 
Obviously, reality hit me and that wasn’t the case.”
Throughout his high school career, Gollman 
was mentored by Malloy, and his uncle, Marcus 
Hatch, a former Ferris State football player.
Malloy and Hatch pushed Gollman on 
and off the field. After failing to get into
GVSU, Gollman enrolled at GRCC in an at­
tempt to become eligible to play at GVSU. 
He didn’t play football at GRCC, and, after 
one year, was accepted to GVSU.
“Malloy came my junior year in high 
school. He saw how good I was and he was on 
me very hard, like I was his own son,” Goll­
man said. “Basically he pointed me in the 
right direction because he’s from the same 
area I’m from. It’s not very good - not too 
many people can make it out of there.”
Yet again, however, the one-time high 
school standout was forced to sit out a sea­
son, as the Lakers dressed Gollman with a 
redshirt. He played sparingly on a special 
teams player during his first season of eligi­
bility in 2013, but sprung onto the team as a
IT’S COMING
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mainstay in the secondary in 2014.
With two interceptions in four games this sea­
son, Gollman is beginning to establish himself as 
a reliable defensive back.
Interceptions and coverage are key to excel­
ling as a nickelback, but, for Gollman, imitating 
Seattle Seahawks safety Kam Chancellor and the 
“Legion of Boom” is more his style.
“I just like hitting people. Some people close 
their eyes when they hit people. Why do you 
close your eyes? I like to see the pain in people’s 
eyes when I get up from them,” Gollman said. “I 
like blitzing off the edge, hitting the quarterback.”
Gollman wears number 2, a tribute to 
Charles Woodson, one of his childhood idols. 
He considers it, “a primetime number,” some­
thing another one of his idols, Deion Sanders,
knows a little something about.
Gollman, however, wears number 1 every 
game in a different form. He plays with the name 
of his 1-year-old daughter, Shaelyn, under his 
uniform on the back of his shoulder pads.
On Oct. 3, Gollman will take the field against 
Hillsdale as a member of the Grand Valley State 
football team. Thousands of eyes will be on the 
Laker defense - on Gollman, manning the No 
Fly Zone and wearing blue-and-black GV gear.
This time, he isn’t just wearing Laker colors to 
class. He isn’t staring out the window, longing for 
a chance to hit the field at Lubbers Stadium.
This time, he’s there. Out of Ypsilanti and out 
of the downtrodden GRCC house.
He’s on the gridiron, playing college football.
This time, he’s home.
I
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Coming up short
No. 22 GV falls to No. 4 Ferris State in four sets
BY ALEX EISEN
AEISEN@LANTHORN.COM
onference su­
premacy and na­
tional vindication 
was at stake Tues­
day night as the 
No. 22 Grand Valley State vol­
leyball team took to the court 
in front of a full capacity crowd 
inside Ewingleben Sports Are­
na in Big Rapids, Michigan.
Defending its 16-game 
home winning streak, No. 4 
Ferris State (13-1, 5-0 GLIAC) 
did enough to fend off the 
upset-minded Lakers (8-5, 4-1 
GLIAC) in four sets by scores of 
25-16,26-24,23-25,25-20.
“For the most part I 
thought we competed, ex­
cept in the tight points,” said 
GVSU head coach Deanne 
Scanlon. “We just have to get 
better in those situations.”
; The most notable missed 
chance came in the second 
set when GVSU forced set 
point at 24-22, but commit­
ted a number of mistakes to 
give FSU a commanding 2-0
set lead. Three of the final four 
points in the set were given to 
the Bulldogs after offensive er­
rors committed by the Lakers.
A match-high 79 sideout 
percentage helped GVSU sal­
vage the third set to stay alive. 
But, three more attacking errors 
in a 6 to 2 run in the middle of 
the fourth set helped FSU pull 
away for good and prevent a re­
markable rally - reminiscent of 
the two-set comeback FSU had 
against the Lakers back at the 
2013 NCAA Division II Mid­
west Region Final.
Middle blockers Kaleigh 
Lound (13 kills, .242 hitting 
percentage) and Staci Brower 
(12 kills, .207 hitting percent­
age) bolstered an otherwise 
lackluster attack. The offense 
finished with a season-high 
29 errors and a collective hit­
ting percentage of. 111.
“Sure, it makes me happy 
that I was able to get that 
amount of kills,” Lound 
said. “But, they were shut­
ting down our pin (hitters), 
so we were trying to utilize 
our middles more.”
The Lound and Brower tag- 
team accounted for 53 percent 
of GVSUs kills.
For the second time this 
season, setters Katie Olson 
and Taylor Stewart both put 
down kills. Olson racked up 
more assists, and, for the sec­
ond straight game, was the only 
Laker to record a double-dou­
ble (24 assists and 12 digs).
Senior libero Taylor Sho- 
min (21 digs) and outside 
hitter Betsy Ronda (17 digs) 
joined Olson with more than 
10 digs in a solid defensive 
outing that held the Bulldogs 
to a season-low .142 hitting 
percentage and forced them 
into 26 attacking errors.
“We were (playing) pretty 
scrappy,” Shomin said. “(De­
fensively) we have been play­
ing well lately, but today I 
think we really stepped it up.”
, Scrappy defense wasn’t 
enough. The Lakers’ own 
mistakes proved too costly 
to overcome.
Adding on to the attacking 
errors, GVSU also had 13 ser­
vice errors, and FSU dropped
ONE FOR ALL: Members of the Grand Valley State volleyball team huddle up before a match against 
Ferris State. GVSU fell in four sets to the Bulldogs, its conference and state rival. GVL | KEVIN sielaff
in seven service aces. In es­
sence, the Lakers lost 20 points 
without inducing a rally.
“I was just looking for 
those moments for people to 
step up and take a chance,” 
Scanlon said. “If you got 
to win big, then you got to 
go for it big. Unfortunately, 
there was a lot of uneasiness.”
Scanlon expressed dis­
satisfaction with the ser­
vice miscues, as they con­
tinually put GVSU’s hitters 
to get off bad swings, or in 
situations to get blocked.
“That’s just not a Grand 
Valley team,” she said. “I 
don’t coach the way and that’s 
a certain style of play I don’t 
want to see us play. So, it’s
disappointing in that sense.”
Conference play con­
tinues this weekend as the 
Lakers return home to face 
Ohio Dominican (7-7, 2-3 
GLIAC) on Oct. 2 at 7 p.m. 
and Tiffin (7-4, 4-1 GLIAC) 
on Oct. 3 at 4 p.m. GVSU is 
13-0 all-time against these 
two GLIAC schools and has 
yet to drop a single set, 39-0.
SOCCER
Jack of all trades
Junior defender breaks out offensively for GV soccer
BY MASON TRONSOR
ASSISTANTSPORTS@LANTHORN.COM
or Grand Valley State defenders, it’s not just about 
keeping the ball out of the back of their own net.
The Lakers (8-1), a possession-oriented team, look 
for defenders that can advance past midfield, play 
the ball with skill and finish when called upon.
That’s exactly what the Lakers are uncovering in junior 
defender Clare Carlson.
“Our backs are more than just typical defenders,” said 
GVSU head coach Jeff Hosier. “Because we dominate the 
n! ball sormuch, theyihaveifc© also be goocUoffensj
Carlson started 17 games alongthebadk lin64a$t 55a>on, arfd 1 
j>.-< was a key piece to a>lockd6wn defiWfUHft helped leadfiVw to £b!e flfi SWffifcffge
last season, Carlson played in 20 games, and scored just one 
goal. So where has all of this offense come from? Some of the suc­
cess comes from Hosier’s aggressive offensive, but for the most part 
it has been the hard work and dedication from Carlson herself.
“The size of opposing players are completely different from high 
school,” Carlson said. “The adjustment was huge for me as I started 
to train in the weight room to gain the strength to compete.”
Carlson, an Ada, Michigan native, says her role on the 
team as a goal-scorer is new to her, but she likes when ev­
eryone on the team is attacking. The Laker coaches have 
stressed ball possession heavily this season, and, when they 
are attacking, they often have solid possession of the ball. 
“GoHjg upfor^e ball ^vpry fup,” Carlson sa»A»“But be-1
s discipline, f still need to
(rtnthigtMffttti.-
LOOKING UP: Junior Clare Carlson dribbles the ball upfield in a 
game against Saginaw Valley State on Sept. 22. GVL I KEVIN sielaff
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a national title in 2014. During the playoff run, Carlson largely 
stayed away from the spotlight - a desirable characteristic for 
defenders. Make the right play, and the spotlight stays away. 
Stumble or allow a goal, and the light can blind a defender.
But Carlson has expanded her game from last year. The 
stage is becoming hers, and she steps out of the shadow of 
2014 senior defenders Juane Odendaal and Kaely Schlosser. 
She has, in some ways, picked up on Odendaal’s offensive 
skills, and is expanding her skill set in 2015.
On the season, Carlson has scored five goals and has re­
corded two assists - both of which lead all GVSU defenders. 
Carlson is second on the team in goals, behind only Marti 
Corby (12), her high school teammate at Forest Hills Central.
“Since we are such good friends off the field we just 
click on the field,” Corby said. “She has become such a 
great player. She works so hard on the little things.”
CLUES ACROSS
1. Leg shank
5. Small amount
8. Roman emperor
10. Having ears
12. Innocent young woman
14. No wrinkles
16. Small coin (French)
17. 19 hundred hours
19. A way to inform
21. A seal or signet
22. Tobacco smoke residue
23. Tai language branch 
23. Set afire
26. Partridge Family’s actress Susan
27. Canadian flyers
29. Faculties of perception 
32. A light two-wheel carriage 
34. Was___(looked at)
CLUES DOWN
1. Small paddle boats
2. Usual
3. Economic consumption
4. Without (French)
5. Powder mineral
6. Fleshy seed covering
7. Indicates
8. Stone lined grave
9. Feels remorse
10. Chemical structure
11. Decomposition
13. Morally base
14. Joins
13. Danish krone 
18. Breastplate
20. Lesson reader in church
24. 1921 Turkish/Armenian Treaty 
26. In a way, refutes
35. Appear with 
37. Natives of Thailand
39. Hill (Celtic)
40. Runs PCs 
42. Visualizes
44. Mistake
45. Riding horses 
47. Point of purchase 
49. Armless Aphrodite
53. Having negative qualities
54. Protective visual folds
55. Crystallized calcium 
carbonate mineral
57. Beach grains
58. One who presents a 
bond for payment
59. Car mechanics group
60. & & &
28. Zoftig
30. Fish, hair or inter
31. Mains 
33. Fathers
35 Transparent eye membranes 
36. Stray
38. Seafowl
39. 3 pip cards
41. Invests in little enterprises
43. Placards
44. 1 st woman
45. Finds a sum
46. Thick piece of something 
48. River in Hesse, Germany
50. Inner forearm bone
51. 1 of 2 contesting groups
52. Olive tree genus 
56. Metal container
GVSU’s defense has been a strong unit, allowing just six 
goals in nine games. The Lakers surrendered three goals to No. 
3 Quincy in the season-opener, and allowed a season-high 13 
shots in a 2-1 win over No. 4 Minnesota State Mankato.
Carlson has always been a defender, no matter the squad she 
plays for. However, during high school soccer, Carlson was asked 
to move around the field and play a couple of different positions, 
which has contributed to her versatility has a defender at GVSU.
“My high school team would sometimes have me play 
center midfielder,” Carlson said. “My primary position 
though is defense as an outside back.”
On the field, Carlson is intense, focused and in tune with the 
game. She is not a trash talker, but she is a vocal leader and makes 
sure her teammates feel her presence on the field. She has grown 
into the position of leadership since her freshman year.
“Clare leads by example,” Hosier said. “She works hard at what­
ever she does. She does not take any shortcuts to succeed.”
ttal$c§{icteh
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MEN'S GOLF
BY JOSH PEICK
JPEICK@LANTHORN.COM
iter the first day of the 
Division II Midwest Fall 
Regional tournament, 
the Grand Valley State 
mens golf team found 
itself in a familiar position. For the 
second tournament in a row, the Lak­
ers sat in seventh place after the first 
day, eight strokes behind the leader.
Unlike last week at the GLIAC 
North Invitational, GVSU was un­
able to complete the come-from- 
behind victory. The Lakers finished 
with a total score of 608 (+32), good 
enough for a third place tie with 
McKendree University and the Uni­
versity of Missouri-St. Louis.
GVSU finished the second round 
with a team score of 317, 26 strokes 
higher than its first round on Mon­
day. Although the scores suggest 
the Lakers played much worse on 
Tuesday, the numbers are skewed.
The weather conditions at Har- 
borside Golf Club were not friendly 
to low scores on day two. The course, 
located on the south side of Chicago, 
is often affected by the wind coming 
off Lake Michigan. As a links-style 
course (little to no trees), wind is 
often the determining factor on the 
difficulty of the course.
The Lakers score of 317 was the 
fourth-best score of the day. The 
wind consistently sat at 25 mph with 
gusts reaching 35 mph. Not one 
team scored under 300 on Tuesday.
The Lakers simply dug them­
selves too deep of a hole Monday
to orchestrate a comeback. GVSU 
had perfect conditions to record 
a low round, but were unable to 
jump into First as hoped.
“I don’t know that the course could 
play any easier than it did (Monday),” 
said GVSU head coach Gary Bissell.
Although two Lakers shot under 
par on the first day, neither of them 
cracked the top 15 individual scores.
Junior Alex Nannetti led the way 
for the Lakers, posting a two-day to­
tal of 150 (+6). Nannetti was one of 
two GVSU golfers to shoot a 71 (-1) 
on the first day of the tournament.
“The first day I felt like I played 
pretty well,” said Nannetti, who fin­
ished tied for 14th. “(I) Hit the ball 
great but I didn’t get many putts to go.”
Sophomore Domenic Mancinelli 
shot the other 71 for the Lakers. Man­
cinelli finished the tournament with a 
152 (+8) and finished tied for 23rd.
Next up for the Lakers was fresh­
man Bryce Messner. Messner, coming 
off a fourth place finish in the GLIAC 
North Invitational, fired a 153 (+9).
“My ball-striking has been pretty 
solid the past few tournaments,” 
Messner said, who finished tied for 
33rd place. “It all depends on putting 
and chipping. If you get a couple to 
roll in, you can have a good score.”
Fellow freshman Mitchell 
White Finished the tournament 
with a 155 (+11). Senior Tyler Po- 
lulak rounded out the scoring for 
the Lakers with a 160 (+16).
Ferris State finished in first place as 
a team with a total score of 597 (+21).
Kyle Kolberg from the University of 
Wisconsin-Parkside turned in the best 
individual score at 142 (-2).
FOLLOWING THROUGH: Senior Tyler Polulak tees off earlier this season. Polulak was the lone senior to score for the GVSU 
men’s golf team at the Division II Midwest Fall Regional tournament in Chicago over the weekend, courtesy | DOUG Witte
Although the Lakers were unable 
to bring home first place, they are 
shaping up to be a force in the region. 
GVSU has a deep lineup that should 
continue to be around the top of the 
leaderboard for the rest of the year.
“I think that every coach would 
say that without question we are 
the deepest team in the region,” 
Bissell said. “At the end of the day, 
depth is a great thing to have, but 
we need two or three guys to step
up and play a little better.”The Lak­
ers will look to get back to their 
winning ways at the Motor City 
Invitational at TPC Michigan in 
Dearborn, Michigan. The two-day 
tournament will start Oct. 18.
fValley St'fllMM 11 iMNNBMMbarn gats *eainsr Northwood University ofttiapt U - • match the Lakers wor>6-3. The-young Lakers have emerged as a serpming contender
for the GLIAC crown in 2015. The GVSU team is undefeated in conference play, with key wins against Northwood and Wayne State. GVSU hosts Tiffin at 10 a.m. on Oct. 3 in a conference match, gvl I SARA CARTE
BY BEAU TROUTMAN
BTROUTMAN@LANTHORN.COM
ix down, six to go.
Grand Valley State’s women’s 
tennis team is undefeated through 
six matches this year, and sits atop 
the GLIAC as the only unbeaten 
team left in the conference.
At the beginning of the year, defending 
champion Wayne State and top contender 
Northwood were considered the favorites 
for the GLIAC title.
That notion has since changed. After beat­
ing both of those teams handily, GVSU has 
established itself as a legitimate contender.
Bear with me, but I’m going to go the 
extra mile. As it stands right now, GVSU is
the favorite to win the GLIAC.
With five sophomores and six freshmen, am 
I looking too far ahead? Maybe. But why not?
The only real tests left remaining on 
GVSU’s schedule are Tiffin (5-2, 4-2 GLIAC) 
this Saturday, and Ferris State (4-2,4-2 
GLIAC) on Oct. 15, the regular season finale.
GVSU also has Findlay, Walsh and Ashland 
remaining on the schedule, but those teams have 
a combined 5-13 record. Barring an upset, the 
Lakers should be able to handle these teams.
Tiffin and Ferris State have one thing 
in common - they both lost to North- 
wood and Wayne State. Tiffin lost both 
matches 5-4, while Ferris got handled by 
Northwood 7-2 and Wayne State 6-3.
By comparison, GVSU beat Northwood 
6-3 and Wayne State 7-2 in consecutive week­
ends - representing the only losses on the year 
for both teams. Those weren’t exactly close 
games against the GLIAC heavyweights.
Still not convinced? Not counting the 
GVSU loss, Northwood has defeated its five 
other opponents this year by a combined 
score of 39-6. As for Wayne State? The War­
riors have won by a combined score of 38-7.
In a world of far too many predictions, 
here’s mine: GVSU will win out the regular sea­
son and march into the conference tournament 
unbeaten. An upset is always possible, but
unlikely. The only other loss for Northwood or 
Wayne State is going to be when the two teams 
square off on Oct. 13 for a neutral-site match.
The GLIAC is top-heavy this year, as seven 
of the twelve teams are .500 or below. Four 
teams (Ashland, Michigan Tech, Lake Superior 
State and Findlay) have two wins or fewer.
For my prediction to hold true, GVSU 
needs to keep on its current pace.
I think it will. The Lakers depth has 
been unrivaled this year. The Lakers are a 
combined 30-6 in singles sets, and a com­
bined 14-4 in doubles sets on the year.
Doubles, the biggest question mark head­
ing into the year, has become a strength of 
this team. The No. 1 (Aimee Moccia and Ra­
chel Sumner) and No. 2 seed (Alexa Sweeney 
and Madison Ballard) are both 4-2 in confer­
ence, and the No. 3 seed pairing of Abby 
Perkins and Livia Christman is undefeated.
What’s become apparent in singles is the 
Nos. 1 though 3 seeds are interchangeable with 
the Nos. 4 through 6 seeds. The same goes for 
doubles. The Lakers have two singles players 
who are undefeated on tour (Nicole Heiniger 
and Katarina Samardzija, both 7-0) that haven’t 
even cracked the lineup in GLIAC play.
There’s not a wide gap in ability from No. 1 
seed Perkins to the eleventh player on the roster.
With that said, I want to see how the Lak­
ers handle the second half of the year. The 
grind of an entire season can take a toll on 
any team, no matter how much depth it may. 
have. With six regular season games, anothef 
tour invitational and the GLLAC tournament 
this is far from a finished book.
Although GVSU beat the two schools 
soundly, Northwood and Wayne State will 
be no slouch come tourney time. GVSU is 
bound to face at least one of them, and the • 
Lakers will need to bring their best.
Will GVSU stay hot and blaze through I 
the rest of the year? Unfortunately, my lim­
ited command of tennis knowledge does 
not allow me to tell the future, and I don’t 
have a crystal ball in my possession.
But I can tell you this: GVSU is for real.
The underdog narrative before the season has 
since been sent through the paper shredder.
It’s ultimately going to come down to GVSU, 
Wayne State and Northwood. Whoever is 
having the best day or gets enough calls their 
way is going to walk away with a title.
The GLIAC tournament takes place Oct. 23 
through Oct. 25. Last season, the Lakers finished 
as runners-up and came a tiebreaker set away 
from their first GLIAC championship in school 
history. If that team can get that far, there’s no 
reason to believe this team can’t do better.
It’s time for the Lakers to take the next step.
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